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Introduction

- Comprehensible input fosters acquisition
  - $i+1$ (Krashen 1985)
  - Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky 1986)

- Questions:
  - How can we characterize the interlanguage “$i$”?  
    - How can we observe and quantify different aspects of the interlanguage?
  - How can we determine the challenge “$+1$”?  
    - How much challenge in terms of which aspects of the language, for which individual learner?

- Our approach: Analyze linguistic complexity
  - of learner productions as characteristic of the individual learner’s interlanguage
  - of input for the learner as characteristic of the challenge
Linguistic Complexity

- Definition: variedness and elaborateness of language (Rescher 1998; Ellis 2003)

- Complexity observable at all levels of the linguistic system (lexis, morphology, syntax, semantics, discourse) and human sentence processing

- Linguistic complexity is used to characterize language development of learners:
  - Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency (CAF, Housen et al. 2012)

- Our idea: empirically explore the $i+1$ in terms of the complexity of learner productions and learner input
Data used

Continuation Writing corpus (Wang & Wang 2015).

- Participants: 48 adult Chinese EFL learners
- Task: continuation writing of stories with endings removed
- Conditions: continuation writing of stories after reading
  (i) a Chinese text: baseline writing
  (ii) an English text: continuation writing

- Wang & Wang (2015) results:
  - significantly fewer linguistic errors in Condition (ii)
  - interpreted as alignment with input
Methods

▶ Feature extraction: 558 complexity measures for both the input texts and student writings
  ▶ Lexical: counts, lexical variation indexes, lexical sophistication measures...
  ▶ Syntactic: component counts, complex structure indexes, edit distances of syntactic trees...
  ▶ Cohesion: global/local lexical/stem/argument overlaps...
▶ For each measure, we calculated:
  **Challenge**
  Complexity(English input text) – Complexity(baseline writing)
  **Improvement**
  Complexity(continuation writing) – Complexity(baseline writing)
▶ Linear regression models: improvement ~ challenge
Results

- Challenge is able to account for the variance of improvement in 88% (491/558) of the complexity measures.
- R-squared range from 8% to 93%.
- Challenge explains most variance in improvement for:
  - Number of past-tense verb types (94%)
  - Mean token frequency of all words in BNC (89%)
  - SD of token frequency of adverbs in BNC (88%)
  - Number of coordinating conjunctions (85%)
- Measures showing little effect:
  - Mean freq. of adj. types in Subtlex Log10 word frequency (8.4%)
  - Number of passive sentences (8.5%)
  - Number of easy words from the NGSL list (8.8%)
  - Easy adverbs STTR from the BNC (8.9%)
Lexical Soph.: Mean Token Frequency from BNC

\[(r^2 = 89\%)\]
Lexical Variation: Corrected TTR of Verbs

$$r^2 = 61\%$$
Syntactic Comp.: # Clauses per T-unit

$\text{SynRatioCperT}$

$\text{Improvement (Continuation Writing - Baseline Writing)}$

$\text{Challenge (Input - Baseline Writing)}$

$(r^2 = 68\%)$
Cohesion: Mean Global Lexical Overlap

Challenge (Input - Baseline Writing) vs. Improvement (Continuation Writing - Baseline Writing)

CohGlobalLexicalOverlapMean

$r^2 = 47\%$
Findings

- Not only is alignment manifested as fewer errors in production, but also as alignment of the variedness and elaborateness between input and production.
- Negative alignment (i.e. aligning to less complex input) is also observable besides positive alignment.
- Alignment happens on multiple linguistic levels.
Informing ICALL System Design

- SyB: Challenging learners in their individual ZPD (Chen & Meurers 2017)
- Pedagogic corpus as benchmark of complexity development
  - Designed to exhibit a linear development of complexity measures
  - Well-formed language easy to process with NLP tools
- How it works?
  - Analyze the complexity of learner production
  - Place learner complexity level on benchmark scale
  - Challenge learner with reading texts of higher complexity
  - Repeat the process to promote development of interlanguage
  - Realizes Krashen’s $i+1$
The SyB system is available at: http://complexityweb.org
Ongoing Project

- Randomized control experiment: Complex Input Primed Writing (CIPW)
- Control for general complexity of input
- Treatment: varying challenge levels of one complexity measure (How big should the +1 be?)
- Task: continuation writing
- Input texts: selected based on the complexity of learner production (the $i$)
- Purposes of study:
  - to figure out how much challenge is within the learner’s ZPD (where does the developmental line level off?)
  - to investigate the interactional effects of challenge and proficiency on the complexity development of interlanguage
  - Probably also: interactional effects of challenge and individual differences
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CIPW Web Setup

Modearn Language Aptitude Test

You are going to take a test to determine how easily and rapidly you learn a foreign language. Do your best, regardless of whether or not you think you are good at learning foreign languages.

Your first task is to MEMORIZE some Kurdish-English vocabulary. You will be given TWO minutes to study the vocabulary on the next page. At the end of the two minutes, you will complete some fill-in-the-blank exercises, which will help you memorize the vocabulary. After filling the blanks, continue studying if there is still time.

Go ahead now and start memorizing the vocabulary. You will be tested on this later.

Please click on the "Start" button to proceed.

Start
Conclusions

- Linguistic complexity can be used to relate input to production, empirically implementing Krashen’s $i+1$ hypothesis.
- Linguistic complexity is a better account of alignment in language learning than the other methods.
- Research-informed ICALL systems are likely to benefit L2 learners.
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